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Abstract. Knowledge Graph (KG)-to-Text generation task aims to generate a
text description for a structured knowledge which can be viewed as a series of
slot-value records. The previous seq2seq models for this task fail to capture the
connections between the slot type and its slot value and the connections among
multiple slots, and fail to deal with the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. To over-
come these problems, this paper proposes a novel KG-to-text generation model
with hybrid of slot-attention and link-attention. To evaluate the proposed model,
we conduct experiments on the real-world dataset, and the experimental results
demonstrate that our model could achieve significantly higher performance than
previous models in terms of BLEU and ROUGE scores.
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1 Introduction

Generation of natural language description from structured Knowledge Graph (KG) is
essential for various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as question answer-
ing and dialog systems [29,24,26,22]. As shown in Figure 1, for example, a biographic
infobox is a fixed-format table that describes a person with many “slot-value” records
like (Name, Charles John Huffam Dickens), etc. We aim at filling in this knowledge
gap by developing a model that can take a KG (consisted of a set of slot types and
their values) about an entity as input, and automatically generate a natural language
description.

As discussed in [37], recently text generation task is usually accomplished by human-
designed rules and templates [43][23][3][9][8]. Generally speaking, high-quality de-
scriptions could be released from these models, however the results heavily rely on
information redundancy to create templates and hence the generated texts are not flex-
ible. In early years, researchers apply language model (LM) [4,20,21,33] and neural
networks (NNs) [41,18,34,40] to generate texts from structured data [26,37], where
a neural encoder captures table-formed information and, a recurrent neural network
(RNN) decodes these information to a natural language sentence [25,22,49]. The pre-
vious work usually considers the slot type and slot value as two sequences and applies
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Row Slot Type Slot Value

1 Name Charles John Huffam Dickens

2 Born 7 February 1812 Landport, Hampshire, England

3 Dicd 9 June 1870 (aged 58) Higham, Kent, England

4 Resting place Poets' Corner, Westminster Abbey

5 Occupation Writer

6 Nationality British

7 Genre Fiction

8 Notable work The Pickwick Papers

Knowledge:

Text:

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 Feb 1812 – 9 Jun 1870) was a 
British writer best known for his fiction The Pickwick Papers.

Fig. 1: Wikipedia infobox about Charles Dickens and its corresponding generated de-
scription.

a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) framework [29][42][25][46][37][29] for generation.
However, in the task of describing structured KG, we need to cover the knowledge
elements contained in the input KG (but also attend to the out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words), and generally speaking generating natural language description mainly aims
at clearly describing the semantic connections among these knowledge elements in an
accurate and coherent way. Therefore, the previous seq2seq models: (i) fail to capture
such correlations and hence are apt to release wrong description; (ii) fail to deal with
OOV words.

To address this challenge of considering OOV words, we choose a pointer network
[35][44][30][35] to copy slot values directly from the input KG, which is designed
to automatically capture the particular source words and directly copy them into the
target sequence[10][35]. By leveraging attention mechanism [14,47] for booting the
performance of traditional pointer network, we introduce a Slot-Attention mechanism
to model slot type attention and slot value attention simultaneously and capture their
correlation. In parallel, attention model has gained popularity recently in neural NLP
research, which allows the models to learn the alignments between different modalities
[2,50,27,32,51,34], and has been used to improve many neural NLP studies by selec-
tively focusing on parts of the source data [31,14,47,11]. Besides, we could show by
inspection that, multiple slots in the structured knowledge are often inter-dependent
[19][48]. For example, an actor (or actress) player may join multiple movies, with each
movie associated with a certain number of “premiere time”s, “reward”s, and so on.
Hence, we also design a novel Link-Attention mechanism to capture correlations among
multiple inter-dependent slots [28][38][39].
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Moreover, the structured slots from Wikipedia Infoboxes and Wikidata [45] and the
corresponding sentences describing these slots in Wikipedia articles, which has been
proved to be available for diversified characteristics on expression, are leveraged for
training the proposed model. Especially, a biographic infobox is a fixed-format table
that describes a person with many <slot type, slot value> records like (Name, Charles
John Huffam Dickens), (Nationality, British), (Occupation, Writer), etc, as shown in
Figure 1 . Finally, we evaluated our method on the widely-used WIKBIO dataset [25].
Experimental results show that the proposed approach significantly outperforms previ-
ous state-of-the-art results in terms of BLEU and ROUGE metrics.

2 Task Definition

We formulate the input structured KG to the model as a list of triples:

X = [(s1, v1, ), . . . , (sn, vn, )] (1)

Wherein si denotes a slot type (e.g., “Nationality” or “Occupation” in Figure 1),
and vi denotes the corresponding slot value (e.g., “British” or “Writer” in Figure 1).
The outcome of the model is a paragraph: Y = [y1, y2, . . . , ym] . The training instances
for the generator are provided in the form of: T = [(X1,Y1), . . . , (Xk,Yk)].

3 KG-to-Text Generation with Slot-Attention and Link-Attention

3.1 Slot-Attention Mechanism

Following previous research [25][46][37][29], sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) frame-
work is utilized here for describing structured knowledge.

Encoder: Given a structured KG input X (defined in Section 2), where {si, vi} are
randomly embedded as vectors {si, vi} respectively, we concatenate the vector repre-
sentations of these slots as Φi = [si; vi], and obtain [Φ1, Φ2, . . . , Φn]. Intuitively, with
efforts above, we then utilize a bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) encoder
[6][15] on [Φ1, Φ2, . . . , Φn] to release the encoder hidden states H = [h1,h2, . . . ,hn],
where hi is a hidden state for Ii.

Decoder: Following [46], the forward GRU network with an initial hidden state
hn is leveraged for the construction of the decoder in the proposed model. In order
to capture the correlation between a slot type and its slot value (as shown in Fig. 2),
we also design a slot-attention similar to the strategy used in [46]. Hence, we could
generate the attention distribution over the sequence of the input triples at each step t .
For each slot i, we assign it with an slot-attention weight, as follows:

αslot
t,i = Softmax(v>i tanh(Whht + Wssi + Wvvi + bslot)) (2)

where ht indicates the decoder hidden state at step t. si and vi indicate the vec-
tor representations of slot type si and slot value vi, respectively. {Wh,Ws,Wv,bslot}
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Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed KG-to-Text Generation Model with Slot-Attention
and Link-Attention.

is a part of model parameters and learned by backpropagation (details in Section 4).
Furthermore, the slot-attention weight distribution αslot

t,i is utilized to generate the rep-
resentation of the slot type s∗ and the representation of the slot value v∗ respectively:

s∗ =
n∑

i=1

αslot
t,i si (3)

v∗ =
n∑

i=1

αslot
t,i vi (4)

Finally, the loss function is computed as follows:

` =
∑
t

{− logPvocab(yt) + λ
∑
i

min(αslot
t,i , ct,i)} (5)

wherein, notation Pvocab in Eq(5) indicates the vocabulary distribution (shown in
Fig. 2) , which could be computed with the decoder hidden state ht and the context
vectors {s∗, v∗} at step t, as follows:

Pvocab = Softmax(Vvocab[ht; s∗; v∗] + bvocab) (6)

Wherein, {Vvocab,bvocab} is a part of model parameters and learned by backprop-
agation. With efforts above, we could define Pvocab(yt) in Eq (5) as the prediction
probability of the ground truth token yt. Moreover, in Eq (5), λ is a hyperparameter.
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3.2 Link-Attention Mechanism

Moreover, we propose a link-attention mechanism which directly models the relation-
ship between different slots and the order information among multiple slots. Our intu-
ition is derived from the observation that, a well-organized text typically has a reason-
able order of its contents [37].

We construct a link matrix L ∈ Rns×ns , where ns indicates the number possible
slot types in the give structured knowledge graph. The element L[j, i] is a real-valued
score indicating how likely the slot j is mentioned after the slot i . The link matrix L
is a part of model parameters and learned by backpropagation (details in Section 4).
Let αhybrid

t−1,i (i = 1, . . . , n) be an attention probability over content words (i.e., {si, vi})
in the last time step (t − 1) during generation. Here, αhybrid

t−1,i refers to the hybrid solt-
attention and link-attention, which will be introduced shortly. For a particular data sam-
ple whose content words are of slots {si|i ∈ [1, n]}, we first weight the linking scores
by the previous attention probability, and then normalize the weighted score to obtain
link-attention probability in the format of softmax (as shown in Fig. 2), as follows:

αlink
t,i = softmax(

n∑
j=1

αhybrid
t−1,i · L[j, i]) =

exp(
∑n

j=1 α
hybrid
t−1,i · L[j, i])∑n

i′=1 exp(
∑n

j=1 α
hybrid
t−1,i′ · L[j, i′])

(7)

3.3 Hybrid-Attention based on Slot-Attention and Link-Attention

To combine the above two attention mechanisms (i.e., slot-attention in Section 3.1 and
link-attention in Section 3.2), we use a self-adaptive gate ghybrid ∈ (0, 1) [37] by a
sigmoid unit, as follows:

ghybrid = σ(Whybrid[ht−1; et; yt−1]) (8)

Wherein Whybrid is a parameter vector, ht−1 is the last step’s hidden state, yt−1
is the embedding of the word generated in the last step (t − 1), σ(·) is a Sigmoid
function, and et is the sum of slot type embeddings si weighted by the current step’s
link-attention αlink

t,i . As yt−1 and et emphasize the slot and link aspects, respectively,
the self-adaptive ghybrid is aware of both (Configuration of the self-adaptive ghybrid is
discussed in Section 4). Finally, the hybrid attention, a probabilistic distribution over all
content words (i.e., {si, vi}), is given by:

αhybrid
t,i = g̃hybrid · αslot

t,i + (1− g̃hybrid) · αlink
t,i (9)

With efforts above, we could replace αslot
t,i the with αhybrid

t,i in Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and
loss function Eq. (5), respectively. Therefore, these equations could be updated as fol-
lows:
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s∗ =
n∑

i=1

αhybrid
t,i si (10)

v∗ =
n∑

i=1

αhybrid
t,i vi (11)

` =
∑
t

{− logPvocab(yt) + λ
∑
i

min(αhybrid
t,i , ct,i)} (12)

3.4 Sentence Generation

To deal with the challenge of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, we aggregate the atten-
tion weights for each unique slot value vi from {αhydrid

t,i } and obtain its aggregated
source attention distribution Pi

source =
∑

m|vm=vi
αhydrid
t,m . With efforts above, we

could obtain a source attention distribution of all unique input slot values. Furthermore,
for the sake of the combination of two types of attention distributionPsource andPvocab

(in Eq. (6)), we introduce a structure-aware gate pgen ∈ [0, 1] as a soft switch between
generating a word from the fixed vocabulary and copying a slot value from the struc-
tured input:

pgen = σ(Wss∗ + Wvv∗ + Whht + Wyyt−1 + bgen) (13)

where yt−1 is the embedding of the previous generated token at step t − 1. The
final probability of a token y at step t can be computed by pgen in Eq (13), Pvocab and
Psource, as follows:

P(yt) = pgen · Pvocab + (1− pgen) · Psource (14)

Finally, the loss function (Eq. (12)) could be reformed as follows:

` =
∑
t

{− logP(yt) + λ
∑
i

min(αhybrid
t,i , ct,i)} (15)

4 Experiments and Results

We introduce dataset WIKBIO to compare our model with several baselines After that,
we assess the performance of our model on KG-to-Text generation.
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4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Dataset We use WIKBIO dataset proposed by [25] as the benchmark dataset. WIKBIO
contains 728,321 articles from English Wikipedia (Sep 2015). The dataset uses the first
sentence of each article as the description of the corresponding infobox. Note that, As
shown before, one challenge of KG-to-Text task lies in how to generate a wide variety of
expressions (templates and styles which human use to describe the same slot type). For
example, to describe a writer’s notable work, we could utilize various phrases including
“(best) known for”, “(very) famous for” and so on. And for that, the existing pairs
of structured slots from Wikipedia Infoboxes and Wikidata [45] and the corresponding
sentences describing these slots in Wikipedia articles are introduced here as our training
data in the proposed model, with independence of human-designed rules and templates
[1][7][22].

Table 1 summarizes the dataset statistics: on average, the tokens in the infobox
(53.1) are twice as long as those in the first sentence (26.1). 9.5 tokens in the description
text also occur in the infobox. The dataset has been divided in to training (80%), testing
(10%) and validation (10%) sets.

Table 1: Statistics of WIKBIO dataset.

#token per sent. #infobox token per sent. #tokens per infobox #slots per infobox
Mean 26.1 9.5 53.1 19.7

Evaluation Metric and Experimental Settings We apply the standard BLEU, ME-
TEOR, and ROUGE metrics to evaluate the generation performance, because they can
measure the content overlap between system output and ground-truth and also check
whether the system output is written in sufficiently good English.

The experimental settings of the proposed model, are concluded as follows: (i) the
vocabulary size (|s| + |v|) is 46,776; (ii) The value/type embedding size is 256; (iii)
The position embedding size is 5; (iv) The slot embedding size is 522; (v) The decoder
hidden size is 256; (vi) The coverage loss λ is 1.5; (vii)In practice, we adjust gate
g̃hybrid by g̃hybrid = 0.25ghybrid + 0.45 empirically; (viii) The optimization ADAM
[13] Learning rate is 0.001.

4.2 Baselines

We compare the proposed model with several statistical language models and other
competitive sequence-to-sequence models. The baselines are listed as follows:

KN: The Kneser-Ney (KN) model is a widely used Language Model proposed by
[12]. We use the KenLM toolkit to train 5-gram models without pruning following [29].

Template KN: Template KN is a KN model over templates which also serves as a
baseline in [25].
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NLM: NLM is a naive statistical language model proposed by [25] for comparison,
which uses only the slot value as input without slot type information and link position
information.

Table NLM: The most competitive statistical language model proposed by [25],
including local and global conditioning over the table by integrating related slot and
position embedding into the table representation.

Pointer: The Pointer-generator [36] introduces a soft switch to choose between
generating a word from the fixed vocabulary and copying a word from the input se-
quence. Besides, Pointer-generator concatenates all slot values as the input sequence,
e.g., {Charles John Huffam Dickens, 7 February 1812 Landport Hampshire England, 9
June 1870 aged 58 Higham Kent England, . . .} for Figure 1.

Seq2Seq: The Seq2Seq attention model [2] concatenates slot types and values as
a sequence, e.g., {Name, Charles John Huffam Dickens, Born, 7 February 1812 Land-
port Hampshire England,. . . } for Figure 1, and apply the sequence to sequence with
attention model to generate a text description.

Vanilla Seq2Seq: The vanilla seq2seq neural architecture uses the concatenation of
word embedding, slot embedding and position embedding as input, and could operate
local addressing over the infobox by the natural advantages of LSTM units and word
level attention mechanism, as discussed in [29].

Structure-Aware Seq2seq: It is a structure-aware Seq2Seq architecture to encode
both the content and the structure of a table for table-to-text generation [29]. The model
consists of field-gating encoder and description generator with dual attention.

4.3 Results and Analysis

The assessment for KG’s description generation is listed in Table 2 (referring some re-
sults reported in [29]). Besides, the statistical t-test is employed here: To decide whether
the improvement by algorithm A over algorithm B is significant, the t-test calculates a
value p based on the performance of A and B. The smaller p is, the more significant the
improvement is. If the p is small enough (p < 0.05), we conclude that the improve-
ment is statistically significant. Moreover, the case study of link-attention for person’s
biography generation is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The results show the proposed model improves the baseline models in most cases.
We have following observations: (i) Neural network models perform much better than
statistical language models; (ii) neural network-based model are considerably better
than traditional KN models with/without templates; (iii) The proposed seq2seq archi-
tecture can further improve the KG-to-Text generation compared with the competitive
Vanilla Seq2Seq and Structure-Aware Seq2Seq; (iv) slot-attention mechanism and
link-attention mechanism are able to boost the model performance by over BLEU com-
pared to vanilla attention mechanism (Vanilla Seq2Seq) and dual attention mechanism
Structure-Aware Seq2Seq. Overall, many recent models [25][5][17][16][29][37] aim
at generating a person’s biography from an input structure (e.g., example in Fig. 1),
including the comparative models mentioned above. The difference could be concluded
as follows: instead of modeling the input structure as a single sequence of facts and gen-
erating one sentence only, we introduce a link-attention (details in Section 3.2) and a
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Table 2: BLEU-4 and ROUGE-4 for the proposed model (Row 9 and Row 10), statistical
language models (Row 1-4), and vanilla seq2seq model with slot input (Row 5) and link
input (Row 6), structure-aware seq2seq model (Row 7), and Pointer Network (Row 8).

Row Model BLEU ROUGE
1 KN 2.21 0.38
2 Template KN 19.80 10.70
3 NLM 4.17 1.48
4 Table NLM 34.70 25.80
5 Vanilla Seq2Seq (slot) 43.34 39.84
6 Vanilla Seq2Seq (link) 43.65 40.32
7 Structure-Aware Seq2Seq 44.89 41.21
8 Pointer 43.21 39.67
9 Pointer+Slot (Ours) 45.95 42.18

10 Pointer+Slot+Link (Ours) 46.46 42.65

novel hybrid-attention (details in Section 3.3), to capture the dependencies among facts
in multiple slots.

1 2 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 7

<Name>: David Beckham 1

<Date of Birth>: 2 May 1975 2

<Agre>: 43 2

<Height>: 6 ft 0 in 3

<Nationality>: British 4

<Number of Chjldren>: 4 5

<Member of Sports Team>: England 6

<Number of Mathces Appeared>: 115 6

<Number of Goals>: 17 6

<Playing Position>: Midfielder 7

Position

Fig. 3: Link-Attention Visualization (Case study of person’s biography generation).

5 Conclusion

The paper proposes a novel KG-to-text generation model with slot-attention and link-
attention. We evaluated our approach on the real-world dataset WIKIBIO. Experimen-
tal results show that we outperform previous results by a large margin in terms of BLEU
and ROUGE scores.
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